Abstract. In order to solve the management's difficult problem caused by the huge number and numerous styles in the existing statement, the paper puts forward a statement management method of feature extraction neutral statement model based on principal component analysis (PCA). The method designs the descriptive variable of standardization statement's structure and implements fully digitization. By dimension reduction process, the paper obtains statement's digital feature. And under the premise of the loss as little as possible, the paper makes the digital feature be reverted to neutral statement, and then forms neutral statement model.
Introduction
In fact, the enterprises implement decentralized management system for data and statement to save the data in the database, but save the statement model in the statement library for the application. In this management method, enterprises usually need to consume a large amount of storage space to meet storage conditions of all kinds of statement files, but a large number of statement files leads to the difficult in the management and design of statement. For solving the above practical problem, the paper proposes the management method of statement neutral model. Through extraction neutral of statement files in statement library, the paper achieves neutral statement model. With a small amount of data including most of statement's features in statement library, the paper provides some degree of support for the design and management of statement.
In statement neutral model the key link is feature extraction, whose purpose is to reduce the dimension of statement data. Extracting the most striking feature from the original data is the base of forming statement neutral file. At present feature extraction methods mainly are the extraction of statistical feature, geometric feature, motion feature, and frequency domain feature. The extraction method of geometric feature is using the structure feature of prior knowledge and statement to position the salient feature point of statement style, such as cell, merge, data block. But these feature points are easily influenced by the complex semantic to show the great geometric limitation. The extraction method of statistical feature mainly is principal component analysis (PCA), linear discriminant analysis (LDA) and independent component analysis (ICA). PCA is a classical statistics algorithm. Its idea is under the premise of retaining information in the greatest degree to extract the feature component of low dimensional data from high dimensional space, and is an extraction method based on the global feature [1] . The main idea of LDA is through the transformation to achieve the minimization and maximization of inter-object distance, and to obtain the optimal projection direction for producing the best classification results, but there will be a small sample problem. ICA is making the data separated into the independent and non Gauss component linear combination, which is an extraction method based on local feature [2] . DCT and wavelet technology are the analysis method based on time-frequency transformation.
Preprocessing of Statement Data
The wide use of statement makes statement's application system is very complex. The needs for statement in all walks of life have many differences. Before the feature extraction of statement, we need to use a standardized structure description system to achieve the unstructured information description, whose purpose is to ensure the integrity of unstructured data translated into structured data. The paper first uses the ontic knowledge representation method to analyze the statement's structure, whose purpose is to systematically describe the concept and relation of statement's structure. The process of ontology construction usually has the following 4 steps [3] :
(1) Delimiting the scope of ontology, this mainly refers to domain knowledge.
(2) Using natural language to define and express domain knowledge. Terms express the intention definition. Intention definition refers to use a limited number of attribute having an unbreakable connection with terms to define domain knowledge.
(3) Adopting a kind of formal language to make these definitions formalization [4] . First we define the concepts of terms in the design of domain knowledge to constitute the concept set of ontology system. According to the relationship between ontology concepts, we organize these ontology concepts to separate the levels, and then establish the classification system of ontology system.
(4) Assessing, verifying and forming a formal ontology system. On this basis, the paper establishes the structuration description system of statement, which is as follow: Fig.1 . The schematic diagram of statement structure's ontology description The structuration description of statement is the base of statement's descriptive variable design. Through the introduction, the geometric features of the structuration description statement cannot directly be used in the analysis method of statistical features, such as PCA.
Through the analysis of semantic quantification we extract three kinds of statement's basic attributes from ontology structuration description: statement size (the definition of row number and column number), the position and size of form (the position of cell is determined by two-dimensional array) and content attribute (header, reporting and data). The position and size data of form are merged into a basic property because of the special relationship between them: merge's position data contains size data, but size data does not contain position data. Containing three kinds of statement attributes the basic variable can be used as the vector dimension and data of PCA to participate in the neutral model algorithm. Considering the constant feature of vector dimension and the statistical feature of PCA algorithm, we draw the following statement description variables system:
First the paper makes statement in the test statement library be transformed into the matrix of m* n, which is a p-dimensional (m* n) vector. The statement's basic unit is a cell, and each cell's position is uniquely identified at the same time. Cell contains content and sideline. The content can express a basic attribute, and a sideline contains four lines of up, down, left, right. The existence of sideline also represents the existence of form line. The combination of four sidelines marks the position of merger. Because of their values are not the same, we first use the data of key features which is the data of sideline (form's position data) as our experimental data. The schematic diagram of statement description is as follows: . The data matrix of each statement style is arranged with the rearrangement of m*n column vector to form a statement sample training set .
The first step of feature extraction algorithm is calculating the average of training samples chosen from test statement library. The formula is:
Restored in statement data, the average expresses the average table of sample training set, which are the common features of M statements. In order to well reflect the difference features between these training samples that is the intra-class features. We need to eliminate the common features of training samples. The general approach is to subtract the same features of the total statement data, such as we want to achieve the sample data of M statements' vector averaged:
(2) The covariance matrix of matrix is calculated: (3) At this point we obtain the matrix. It is a P-order matrix and p = m * n. Then the characteristic value and the characteristic vector will be solved by us. Generally speaking, P is greater than M. From the following singular value decomposition theorem SVD, we can obtain:
The paper makes that A is a dimensional matrix and its rank is R. Then there are two orthogonal matrices and a diagonal matrix which make: (4) We can transform it into the characteristic value and the characteristic vector of another M-order matrix S, so the amount of calculation is greatly reduced. The matrix S is:
(5) After calculating the characteristic vector of S matrix, based on the singular value decomposition theorem we can obtain: (6) The paper can calculate the characteristic vector . Through PCA, the paper solves the characteristic value and characteristic vector of the training samples' total population scatter matrix. In general, transformed by the above processes any statements can be expressed as the form of the linear combination, whose corresponding weighting coefficients satisfy the coefficients of PCA [5] [6] .
The statement neutral model is established on the basis of the classification of sample library, so it contains two characteristics, which are the intra-class characteristic and the inter-class characteristic. The former is reflected in the variance of the total population scatter matrix, and the PCA processing aims at it. The latter is the difference between the different categories of statements. Statement neutral model proposed in this paper is convenient to simplify the statement design and management, and the emphasis point is intra-class characteristic. The characteristic table contains all intra-class characteristics, while the average table contains part of intra-class characteristics and a large number of inter-class characteristic [7] . The characteristic table can independently show the characteristics, but it lacks the common inter-class characteristics in the category. On the basis, the paper puts forward the generative process of report of statement neutral file, which is as follows:
1. Through the normalization of experimental data, the paper obtains a certain number of characteristic tables of the sample library (characteristic matrix ) and an average 
Application Examples and Analysis
According to the original structure of the sample, the paper transforms it into the cell statement of 20 * 10 be standardized based on the proportion, and does not change the style. According to the statement variable description system, the paper transforms it into the 800-dimension(20 * 10 * 4) vector and the sample totals 9 tables, which is the experimental data is 9 * 800 matrix.
The following figure is the average table and the base table of sample library achieved by the algorithm. The latter only contains the inter-class characteristic of this statement category and is the basis of neutral file. 
